
Lecture 4: The Photoelectric Effect and the Com
pton Effect

                  Goal of the lecture: to learn about two key experim
ents that

                                                   provided evidence for the particle nature
                                                   of light

                  I expect you to learn:
                                                      -basic description of the experim

ents
                                                      -experim

ental results and observations
                                                      -why classical physics did not explain
                                                        the observed results
                                                      -to derive Com

pton scattering form
ula

                                                         (i.e. wavelength shift versus angle) 
                                                         
              N

ote: the photoelectric effect is a PH
Y225 lab. Try it out!

                         calculate h/e!                                                                       
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    In 1887, H
ertz perform

ed experim
ents that produced and 

    detected em
 waves. H

e also observed that U
V light striking

    falling on an electrode faciltates spark production.

    Further work by H
allwachs, Stoletov, Lenard and others

    showed that charged particles are em
itted from

 m
etallic

    surfaces by em
 waves.  



Experim
ental data that could not be explained by classical EM

 theory:
 1-There is a m

inim
um

 frequency below which no electrons are em
itted

    independent of the intensity 
 2-The stopping potential depends on frequency, not intensity
 3- N

o tim
e delay observed (it should take m

ore tim
e to em

it electrons
      when the intensity is reduced)



So: the physics of the tim
e could not explain the observations m

ade by 
photoelectric experim

ents.

Einstein used the idea of quanta of energy to explain the observations.
W

hat are the im
plications of radiation being quanta of energy

E = h ν = hc/ λ . The whole quanta of energy can be absorbed by one
atom

.
So we have:
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Com
pton's experim

ent:

W
ith classical physics we expect the scattered radiation to be at the 

sam
e wavelength as the incident radiation (Thom

son scattering). W
hat is

observed is:












